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consequences that may result.
In these times, negative speculation and rumours are
generally rife. This type of sentiment is not only bad for
business, it can also effect one’s morale. As leaders of
organisations we must ask ourselves: Do we join in the
conversation and complain? Do we halt business decisions?
Or do we take this as an opportunity to innovate and explore
uncharted territories?
I chanced upon an article by leadership guru, Andy Stanley
who wrote the following*:
“…in the time of darkness filled with uncertainty is what
provides leaders with their greatest opportunities. It is your
response to the darkness that determines in a large part
whether or not you will be called to lead. Many who lack
the courage to forge ahead alone yearn for someone to take
the first step – to go first – to show the way. After all, if the
pathways to the future were well lit, it would be crowded.”
This issue has many examples of people who have
shown courage and who continue to forge ahead during

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/InspireBrunei

challenging times. On our cover, we’ve featured Shila
Amzah, a Malaysian singer who’s faced the unknown and
has become a success story in the music industry in China.
Locally, we’ve told the story of an extraordinary business
woman, Cecilia Lee whose constant dedication to “giving”
has changed the lives of so many people in the community
for the better. We also revisited Norali Ali Yusop who was
featured on our cover in October 2014 to find out about how
he conquered his fear of swimming as a visually impaired
person.
If you are discouraged for any reason - do not despair.
Read on and be inspired!

Disclaimer
Inspire Magazine is being sponsored by Aewon and will be available to the
public through free distribution, subscription, online publication or sale at
local newsstands and bookstores. However, the publisher / editor - Catalyst
assumes full responsibility for the magazine’s editorial content.
All Rights Reserved

BaiduriBankGroup

BaiduriBank

BaiduriBank

www.baiduri.com

No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by
any information storage or retrieval system, without the written permission
of Inspire Magazine.

* Catalyst GroupZine: Courageous in Calling
(Catalyst Groupzine: a Study for Next Generation Leaders)
by Andy Stanley, Bill Hybels
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COURAGE

Quotes
“Don’t be afraid
to be wrong as
long as you are
following your

Heart,

“I kept reassuring
myself that even
the smallest shift in
thinking or doing can
create the biggest

failure makes you
stronger and wiser!
Shila Amzah
Malaysian Singer

Opportunities.”
Norali Ali Yusop
Brunei’s First Competitive Blind Swimmer

“You have to
experience your
worst fears coming
true (for me, it was
people not laughing
at my jokes).. but
it happened so
many times, and

I didn’t
die. ”
Zainal Bostaman
Brunei’s Comedian

“When everyone is in
trouble, it is the leader’s

Responsibility
to take everyone out of trouble”.
Jack Ma
Founder, Alibaba

“Never get angry, fight stronger!
And if you have a chance to
do – do your best; if you have a
chance to

Help – do it!”

Cecilia Lee
Creative Director, Fun Bee Park

FACE TO FACE WITH DATO TIMOTHY ONG

FACE
TO

WITH

FACE

DATO
TIMOTHY
ONG
on Courage

“It doesn’t require much
courage if you are living
today the same as you
did yesterday or you live
tomorrow as you did
today. You’ll get exactly
the same result!”

Executive Chairman, Asia Inc Forum

There’s a fine line between courage and foolishness. What’s your view
on that?
Courage is not about lunatic behaviour. It’s not about jumping off a
building even if the rope is unsafe. Having courage doesn’t mean you
live dangerously. Reckless behavior is not courage. Walking along a dark
street in NYC which is known for mugging and robbery is not courage.
What are some of your everyday fears?

How would you define courage?

Because I am introverted myself, if I go to a function or a dinner without

Courage is something that is not so easy to define as it is such a rare

knowing anyone, I find it rather daunting. Courage is about overcoming

commodity. It’s an attribute that you recognise when you see it. For

fear, it is also about the willingness to put yourself in a vulnerable

example, speaking the truth; resisting the temptation (to just go with the

position. For example, if I have anxiety about looking physically stupid,

flow); sacrificing privileges for a higher calling.

like climbing a horse and being thrown off, and my main concern is
about what would happen if I look life a fool, I would never be able to

It is much easier to imagine people with courage rather than ourselves.

learn to ride a horse. Being vulnerable is how we are as human beings;

Nelson Mandela, Aung San Suu Kyi and the stories of other great

it’s a step towards flourishing in life. I have a very wise friend. He’d ask

historical figures can help us to understand this better.

me; how are you? And I’d say – I’m O.K. He’d respond, O.K. is no good.
You should aspire to be Great, that’s how you flourish.

But a lot of times, these are larger than life examples. We need to ask
ourselves, in day to day life, how does it work?

Can you share with us any good example of courage?
There’s a British historian named Tony Judt who suffered from Lou

Do we have the courage to: Take the path less traveled; adapt to

Gehrig’s disease (ALS) where your whole body dies, but your mind

change; leave a job that we don’t enjoy; get outside of our comfort

remains intact. Even though he was unable to move, he continued

zone; show forgiveness to someone who has hurt us; engage in a

writing until he died. Judt died of ALS at his home in Manhattan in 2010.

difficult conversation on important subjects? For instance, there are

This was two weeks after a major interview and retrospective of his work

many families who have difficult issues that are never addressed. Do we

in Prospect magazine and the day before an article about his illness was

turn a blind eye? Or do we face the issue?

published indicating that he “won’t surrender any time soon”. Following
his death TIME said he was “a historian of the very first order, a public

Starting a new business is a brave thing to do, even though you have

intellectual of an old-fashioned kind and – in more ways than one – a

done all the hard work and due diligence, taking the final step involves

very brave man”. And there’s a neurologist, physician and author from

courage.

NYU, Oliver Sacks– who died a year ago from cancer. He was in his
early eighties. Based on the last few essays he wrote called gratitude,

So, courage is about overcoming one’s fear.

Sacks spoke about confronting the fear of death with a positive outlook.

Someone once said “I am doing something right when I feel fear,

To me, they are both inspirational figures. They demonstrated that the

because the human tendency is to stay in our comfort zone.” It doesn’t

essence of courage is having the ability to rise above our fears when

require much courage if you are living today the same as you did

we encounter adversity. When we face adversity and we’re able to rise

yesterday or you live tomorrow as you did today. You’ll get exactly the

above our fear, that’s courage.

same result! However, in order to flourish, to enjoy the richness of life, it
is important to do different things. I have a very good friend who is one
of the richest men in his country. He decided at the age of 50 that he

Dato Timothy Ong is a leading Brunei businessman and the Chairman of Asia

would climb Mount Everest. It almost killed him. But it was such a great

Inc Forum. He is also an acclaimed facilitator of business and public policy

experience for him that he has not stopped climbing mountains since.

dialogue in ASEAN and beyond. He served as the Acting Chairman of the

Every year he endeavours to climb a different one.

Brunei Economic Development Board (BEDB), Brunei’s leading economic
agency from 2005 to 2010.
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HJ ROZAN YUNOS

The

Courage to

bit of discipline, some effort and

speech, as well as this, I was paid

most importantly, courage.

a tidy sum for being a part time
newscaster. Nowadays there are

Speak

Why do I use the word courage?

clubs that you can join such as the

The most important thing to

Toastmasters Club. You can also

remember is that courage or

ask your superiors to give you

being courageous is not the

the chance to do presentations to

absence of fear. Courage is the

small groups.

(in Public)

feeling of discomfort that you
are willing to experience so that

Every time you challenge your

By Hj Rozan Yunos

you can reach your goal. Being

anxiety, you are demonstrating

courageous

you

real courage. It is not that difficult

are willing to go through that

means

that

to overcome your fear of anything.

discomfort

feel

To me, the most important rule

that achieving your goal is more

because

you

is to take small steps. Steps

important – is worth it.

which are not so big that you
feel overwhelmed and consumed

Courage

because

by your fear but steps which

being anxious or being fearful

is

needed

will enable you to slowly make

means that you often want to

progress.

run away from the fear facing
you.

In

your

I still have a fear of speaking in

the

public. But I use those fears to see

many seemingly valid reasons

how I can give better speeches

for you to avoid that fear. The

and

choice

yours.

Nowadays when I go up the stage,

You can either run or you can

it is no longer the fear of facing

mind

S

being

anxious,

convinces

you

ultimately

of

is

better

presentations.

omeone once asked me how I managed to keep calm and be confident while presenting speeches

elderly uncle who would rather

fight. To fight needs you to be

the public that I feel, but I wonder

and papers. He said that if he had to do this, he would be sweating profusely, would not sleep the

go

courageous.

whether or not I have delivered the

night before and would on the actual day have a stomach full of butterflies. The thought of going up

using escalators no matter how

the stage and having to face all those people at the same time would really scare him.

up

staircases

instead

of

high he had to climb.

right message, the right advice,
Over

the

years,

I

have

the right information so that our

discovered that I have not lost

country and the world can be a

Some of these anxieties about

my fear of facing the public.

better place. All you need is a bit
of courage…

I told him, believe or not, I still

years, I have instructed a number

move away from the situation -

facing the public, whether real

do feel nervous. In fact I was just

of officers to go up on stage and

causes this type of anxiety which

What I have discovered instead

or imagined are related to the

like him, but years of experience

do presentations to the public. A

is a natural human response.

is how to overcome that fear or

fear of being humiliated; being

have taught me not to show it and

number of them do very well. But

that anxiety.

to have the ability to overcome

a number seem to panic. It does

For

about

the fear of being scrutinised

it. I just do not show my anxiety

not matter what rank or position

many things which we may have

To

overcome

in public. These are a few of

when I have to face hundreds and

he holds or what qualifications he

to face such as travelling to a

you

have

the

people

thousands of people.

has, if he is not used to facing the

new place, a new school or even

towards areas that you are not

afraid of speaking in public, in

and

public, he will panic.

to meet one’s future parents-in-

comfortable with. For instance, I

class or of even doing simple

After having served as

law. These are all part of phobias

started taking courses in public

presentations.

speaking. I even applied to be

Permanent

He asked me for my advice.

sensitive
instance

we

worry

fears

to

that

criticism;

make

and
to

your

fears,

move

slowly

Haji Rozan is currently
Executive

Director

Brunei’s
Centre

Think

at

Tank

for

Strategic

Policy

Studies.
Secretary

in three ministries, he

I told him not to worry as the fear

or fears which include the fear of

I told him that being anxious to

of something new and the feeling

being enclosed (claustrophobia);

I told him that it is not difficult to

face the public is quite common.

of panic, and of not being able to

the fear of flying and even fear

national news. I was accepted

overcome his fear and anxiety.

Some people will panic. Over the

return to somewhere familiar or to

of going up escalators. I had an

and received free training on

column at The Brunei Times and has written more

All he needs is persistence, a

how to control my voice and my

than 250 articles. He has also published three

a newscaster on the radio for

continues to write and
has the longest running

books and has presented a number of papers at
international and local conferences and seminars.
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THE MEANING OF

BRAVERY
By Hjh Zainab Omar

In this edition, I would like to share my insights about “Courage”.
There are several connotations to the meaning or definition of
Courage. Whether you take it from Macmillan or Cambridge
Dictionary, the meaning will always revolve around one’s
ability to be in control of a dangerous, conflicting or difficult
(overcoming the fear) situation. Alternatively, it is also about the
ability to take action or do something that you believe is good
or right despite the fact that it is frightening or complicated. The
word courage is synonymous with “Bravery”.
Keeping these definitions in mind, it is obvious that there are
moments in our lives when we have to muster or pluck up the
courage to stand up for what we believe is the right thing to do.
Some people have a natural tendency to be courageous whilst
others need encouragement and lots of practice. In general, those

Inspire Magazine recommends the movie Brave by Disney Pixar

who never have the courage to speak up for what they believe
in, tend to be stuck with the “victim mentality”. You don’t want
to be trapped in this state because the victim mode is counterproductive and can be demotivating. The victim mode is all
about others’ fault when things do not go the way you want it to.
This is the main reason why big organisations focus and invest
in managing this concern, either by coaching and mentoring or
sending staff to motivational or personal effectiveness training.
Courage should be coupled with respect. Simply being brave
or courageous in stating one’s mind regardless of the approach
can be misinterpreted as reckless behaviour because it may
give rise to unintended consequences. Courage to speak up is
an important part of your personal effectiveness toolkit. To put
courage to express oneself into practice one needs to ensure
a safe environment is present during the interactions and
always remember the win-win outcome. In this scenario, it can
create trust between the parties hence removing any defensive
mechanism from the discussions.

Courage
is not the
absence of
fear but the
acquired
ability
to move
beyond fear.

How do we create the safe environment to broach a difficult

together to create a better environment for the organisation that

topic? From the crucial conversation practitioner’s guide, it

we work for and creating that conducive space that continuous

simply means that you need to be very clear on the intent of

feedback and learning are seen as essential parts of development

the conversation (ensure the content and outcome is very clear

or maturity growth for the workforce. To me that is courage in

for all parties); make reference to factual evidence not hearsay;

action, always trying to make a difference in small steps to make

and lastly to safeguard the relationship aspect of the situation

an incremental change overall. Let us be courageous to do the

so as to avoid unintended consequences. It is also important to

right thing for the good of the many.

always find common ground to kick off the interactions because
it can provide that safe launching pad for the rest of the session.
Last but not least, it can become uncomfortable hence you need
to be very clear in your mind about the outcome that you are
after-post the discussion. Everyone has a right to be courageous,
you owe it to yourself to do so in a respectful manner. The skill
is in handling the conversations to ensure it remains factual
throughout and minimise any direct attack on personality or
individuals. More often than not, people can accept the direct
challenges or expression of concerns when it is done in an

Hjh Zainab is a HR Professional & Mentor. She
was active in the Oil & Gas Industry for the
past 30+ years. She has significant business
experience gained in a multi cultural environment
in Brunei (BSP, Brunei LNG), Oman, Qatar and
Europe in the areas of HR & Learning and
Development. She is passionate about people
development and upholds the mantra ‘don’t let
others tell you what you can’t do and show them
what you can do”.

amicable manner. At the end of the day, it is all about us working
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DST COM 3G

DST COM 3G

Norali Ali Yusop

Zainal Bostaman

Speaking in front of an audience requires a tremendous amount of courage. But
pulling the plug and moving to London to pursue your dream in stand-up comedy
is definitely taking it up another level. How are you so brave?

Why did you start learning to swim?
Just like the saying goes, “To get something you never had, you have to do something you’ve never done”. I
chose swimming partly because it’s a great way to get fit, and mostly because I needed to overcome my
overwhelming fear of swimming in deep waters.

Thanks! Pulling the plug was the hardest. Cos I left a brilliant job with good pay, awesome colleagues and
what was set to be a secure future. But I wasn’t happy. I wanted to be like my dad, who turned 55 and is still
passionate about his job and proud of the work he’s doing. So, I told him that - and after much discussion, I
assured him I needed a few years to get it “out of my system”.

How did you overcome the fear of swimming?
Sure it looks like a piece of cake for the average joe, but diving into the deep end of the pool without being
able to see was absolutely terrifying! But I persevered and decided, half-heartedly at first, to take it as a new
challenge. I kept reassuring myself that even the smallest shift in thinking or doing can create the biggest
opportunity. So I joined the Dolphin Club and began my training with Coach Jimmy.

London was an easy choice, cos it’s the best city in terms of comedy stages and the length of time that you
are allowed to stay (Bruneians can stay here for up to six months, on a tourist visa). My parents and family
supported me (I joke that they tolerate me, but they’ve done more than that). I felt that I was going to do it
anyway, cos my mind was set. So that’s why they got behind me. Also, as an ex-engineer, I calculated the
worst case scenario.. and decided that the risk was worth taking.
So courage = family support + accepting worst case scenario upfront?

Tell us about the trust that you have in your coach?

The first few weeks was a process of trial and error, he used several unconventional techniques to train me in
the 25 metre deep diving pool. We used a specialised bone induction headset which allowed me to hear his
instructions when I was completely submerged. A long pole with a sponge at its tip was used to tap my shoulder
to signal that I was close, just so I could avoid a head on collision with the wall at the other end of the pool.
Exhausting as it was, trusting each other was a vital part of my training. Over time, despite the random wall
bumps and the occasional daunting moments, we developed a good routine and my fear of swimming in deep
waters slowly lessened. The lesson here is simple – to try and never let your fear get the best of you. Challenge
your personal beliefs about what you can and can’t do and witness how that opens up new possibilities for your
own personal growth. Ultimately, new opportunities will present themselves and you will thank yourself for never
giving up despite enduring a few bumps and bruises.

Yes, knowing and trusting that you can handle the worst case scenario.
What’s the best and worst case scenarios?
Best case - fulfilled life
Worst case - failing at comedy, going back to working in an office. (Not THAT bad)
What’s been the most exhilarating experience so far?
For me, nothing beats being on stage and having people laugh with you, about something you’ve thought
of, crafted and then delivered. I just did a gig with 200+ in the audience. And they enjoyed my set - that’s
the best feeling.

What’s next for you?

* Norali Ali Yusop swimming at Dolphin Club. You can read
more about Norali’s story in the October - December 2014
issue of Inspire Magazine.
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Now that I’ve
conquered my
fear of deep
waters, what’s
next for me
is swimming in
the open sea
in my first ever
para-triathlon!
And hopefully
representing
Brunei in the
Paragames in
Kuala Lumpur in
2017.

How do you overcome stage fright?

Zainal Bostaman first appeared
in Inspire Magazine last year.
You can read his story in the
April - June 2015 issue of
Inspire Magazine.

The sensation never goes
away, you still get the feeling
of butterflies / pigeons in your
stomach. But the more you go up,
the easier it is for you to “reframe”
the fear to excitement. (This is
not me being nervous, this is me
being excited). But you can’t do
that by meditating and talking it
out with people.. you have to go
on stage. Nothing beats stage
time. Also, you have to experience
your worst fears coming true (for
me, it was people not laughing
at my jokes).. but it happened so
many times, and I didn’t die. So
that experience made me think..
my fears aren’t all that bad.

JAN-MAR 2016
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JASMIN THIEN

Looking

BEYOND LIMITS
Slowly but surely, Jasmin Thien is determined to continue
succeeding against all odds.

“You’re trying to escape from your difficulties,
and there never is any escape from difficulties,
never. They have to be faced and fought.” Enid
Blyton

Jasmin Thien does not consider herself
to be courageous. She simply knows that
when she gets up every day she must
remain emotionally stable in order to
overcome her limitations. From a very
young age Jasmin was diagnosed with
retinoblastoma, a rare eye cancer that
affects children. By the age of eight she
was completely blind. Jasmin recalled
the endless hours spent in hospitals in
Singapore and Canada with her mother
reading Enid Blyton stories to her;
the kindness and care of the doctors
and medical staff; and of course, the
unwavering love and support of her
family.
As the young Jasmin grew up, she
somehow had to find the mental and
physical strength to come to terms
with her loss of vision, so that she
could learn to competently navigate
the sighted world. At St Margaret’s
School in Seria, Jasmin found teachers
who played a critical role in motivating
her academically and supporting her
emotionally. She formed very close
bonds with a few of her teachers and
fondly remembers Mrs. Mohan her
Physics teacher who was like a mother
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figure, firm but very caring; and Mr.
Ramesh her English teacher who she
could communicate with openly and
who also nurtured her deep love for
Victorian Literature because as she
admitted, she really disliked Maths
(laughs!) While at St Margaret’s Jasmin
was also involved in many oratory
and debating competitions and always
managed to win top places.
It’s evident that her solid academic
foundation was set at St Margaret’s.
But as Jasmin explained, although
she studied hard and achieved
outstanding exam results, those were
very challenging years for her socially,
as her peers did not know how to relate
to her disability. There were many times
when she felt completely alone. But she
used every ounce of mental fortitude to
overcome that darkness and to bravely
go forward. Her next move would be to
Jerudong International School, where
with the help of the teachers there and
new friends she would continue to
blossom.
“It isn’t what we say or think that defines us,
but what we do.” (Jane Austen, Sense and
Sensibility)

Mrs. Cook, Jasmin’s A Level Literature
teacher described her as a “thinker,
reader of situations and communicator”.

She explained that since starting JIS,
Jasmin always puts herself forward
and is not afraid to challenge herself.
She added, “Jasmin puts a great deal of
pressure on herself to get 100%.” Last
year Jasmine achieved straight A’s in her
AS-level examinations and is currently
working diligently towards getting
outstanding results in the upcoming
exams. Mr. Cook who is Jasmin’s House
Master and knows her well, described
her as being “inspirational, resilient and
complex.” And it is perhaps these and
other positive personal traits which have
enabled Jasmin to redefine herself – she’s
no longer labelled that “visually impaired
girl”, she can be herself – at times, quick
tempered and self-critical but also very
friendly, curious, humorous and honest.
“I think she is growing up, and so begins to
dream dreams, and have hopes and fears and
fidgets, without knowing why or being able
to explain them.” (Louisa May Alcott, Little
Women)

Now 18 years old, Jasmin has huge
hopes, dreams and plans. After finishing
her A Levels she will be taking a gap year,
during which time she will spend six
months at the Louisiana Centre for the
Blind in the USA. This centre specialises
in helping blind people to lead normal
productive lives and focuses on selfsufficiency and independence. Jasmin

Jasmin Thien
at Jerudong
International School
Brunei Darussalam
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Photos by Riley Khoo

From left to right, Mrs. Cook (A’ Level English Literature Teacher), Janine (Jasmin’s Assistant), Mr. Cook (Jasmin’s House Master).

honestly admitted that she is anxious
about going, but knows that it is a great
opportunity and one that will help her
to live independently in the future. And
this is what she really aspires to achieve.
After completing this programme
she aims to pursue a double degree in
Psychology and Creative Writing in the
UK and then maybe even continue to
do a Masters and PhD. She hopes that
maybe someday in the future she will be
able to open her own school to educate
blind children and those with “special
needs” in Brunei.
Jasmin also dreams of one day being a
world famous writer. She explained that
she has always been passionate about
reading and loves books written by Enid
Blyton, Jane Austen, Charlotte Brontë,
Louisa May Alcott and other authors.
Books have played a crucial role in her
life, they’ve fired her imagination and
have introduced her to amazing new
worlds with interesting characters and
intriguing plots. Besides having all of
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these career goals, like any other 18 year
old Jasmin would love to one day find
Mr. Right and to have a family of her
own – one that she could nurture and
cherish.
“You are honest enough by nature to be able to
see and judge your own self clearly – and that
is a great thing. Never lose that honesty.” (Enid
Blyton, Summer Term at St. Clare’s)

After spending some time talking
to Jasmin, what amazed me most of
all about this young woman was her
naturally open and honest nature.
Jasmin unhesitatingly admitted that
operating in the sighted world when
you can’t see is extremely difficult. She
revealed several truths about herself-:
as the youngest member of her family,
she’s the spoilt one who likes getting
her own way; she sometimes gets
frustrated because she’d like to style her
own hair and do her own make up, but
she can’t; in certain situations she feels
insecure and vulnerable; and there are

also times in class when everyone else
might be laughing at something – but
she feels excluded, because she can’t
see what they’re laughing at. What is
clear is that Jasmin is acutely aware
of all of the complex emotions and
characteristics that make her uniquely
Jasmin and continues to struggle day
by day to accept and deal with them in
the best way she can. She knows that
she just has to do it, simply because she
has no choice. Yes, even though at times
she feels afraid of what tomorrow may
hold, Jasmin has dogged determination
and an unshakable belief in what she
wants to achieve. The way she lives
her life is an example of what can be
achieved when you dare to look beyond
your limitations! I believe that with the
continued support and love of her family
and friends, we will definitely be hearing
a lot more about this remarkable young
woman and her many accomplishments
in the future.
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7
7
“If you win in
the future, you
get to keep your
culture.”
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Unconventional
pieces of Wisdom from
one of the world’s
most successful
Entrepreneurs
by Gleb Kalinin, Global Shaper, Moscow.

As part of the Global Shapers Community, an
initiative of the World Economic Forum, I had an
amazing opportunity to take part in an Annual
Meeting of the New Champions in Dalian, China
which was held in September 2015. It’s a forum that
has less of a political and more of a business, science
and technology agenda. It is no exaggeration if I say
this was the best conference I have ever attended,
both in terms of content and participants.
Members of Global Shapers Community had their
own private agenda for the event. Meetings with the
leaders were probably the most exciting part of it.
One of the meetings was with Jack Ma, the founder
of Alibaba Group.
Jack Ma doesn’t need an introduction — he’s among
the most influential people in the world. He’s one of
the richest men in China. His company’s IPO was the
most successful in the history of business. But most
significantly — he is a bright and kind human being,
a visionary and, so it seems, just the kind of leader
humanity needs. And Jack Ma is also a great and
charismatic speaker. The meeting was off-record, but
I have jotted down some notes, which are reproduced
here.

JAN-MAR 2016
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“A leader doesn’t have
to be that smart, but he
should think further
and be able to sustain
tough days”.
Photo by Gleb Kalinin

3 Jobs & Education

“Having a University Degree shouldn’t guarantee a job.”

“We need EQ (Emotional Quotient), not just IQ
(Intelligence Quotient).
Alibaba has “frozen” fresh graduate hiring. They lack in
EQ, they take everything for granted.”

4 Culture & Growth
Culture
“You have to build a unique culture for the future. Unique
culture is created by your mother, father and food.”
“If you win in the future, you get to keep your culture.”

Growth

1 Leadership
“When everyone is in trouble, it is the leader’s responsibility to take everyone out of trouble”.

2 Failures and Mistakes

“I was like a blind man riding on the back of a blind tiger. We made so many mistakes. One day I will
write a book titled 1001 Alibaba Mistakes. I want to open a University for entrepreneurs — we will teach
people how to fail.”

interested in health and happiness problems.”

Healthcare
“The more hospitals mean the more (health-related) problems.
How do we reduce (the need for) the number of hospitals and
(the need for more) medications being produced?”
“More importantly, how do we prevent a disease from
happening?”

Entertainment
“The best way to communicate with people are: Movies, TV,
Games and Sports…”

When you raise money, problems come. Don’t hire people

time was not valuable— I changed my mind. Games help

from corporations. They don’t know how to work in a start

retired people to feel less lonely. Online gaming has improved

up. We raised 3 million and hired a marketer from a

so much. Gaming is a way of education and communication.

corporation. He came up with a marketing budget for 5

It’s the language of youth.”

million — he just didn’t know how to work with smaller
budgets”.
“Spend time on your people — they stay because they have
the same values.”

5 Vision

“I want Alibaba to last 102 years. You have to make this
it is too abstract.”
“You have to think long term. Without a long-term vision,

“It’s like a marathon — you can drink, but you have to keep
running.”

INSPIRE

“Every opportunity starts off as a small opportunity. I’m

“I used to think that games were popular in countries where

you are attracted to everything.”
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“If you are a start up, don’t hire people from corporations!

number (precise and) accurate (like 1999-2101), otherwise
“I didn’t have a good education. I applied for 30 jobs and was rejected. I decided — if nobody hires me, I’m
going to hire myself.”

6 Opportunities, Healthcare

7 The Future

“Today is difficult, tomorrow will be worse, but the day after
tomorrow will be sunshine. Problem is: Most people die
tomorrow morning.”

Global Shapers Bandar Seri Begawan is now recruiting!
If you are between the ages of 20 and 29, have attained outstanding
achievements in your field, exhibit exemplary leadership qualities
and are community minded, we invite you to apply by sending
your CV to Bandar-seri-begawan@globalshapers.org.
Find out more about global shapers from www.GlobalShapers.Org.
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SHILA AMZAH

THE

COURAGE
TO LEAP

Shila Amzah in concert,
Hong Kong,
November 2015

by Shaun Hoon

Why is Malaysian popstar Shila Amzah on the cover of Inspire, a Bruneian
publication?
The answer is simple. Inspire magazine stands for dreams, possibilities and
courage. A rare combination, just like the talent of Shila Amzah – a Malaysian
singer who currently sings primarily in Mandarin and has 2.5 million followers
on Weibo in China. Shila’s rise to stardom in this country represents “possibility”
– this means that no matter how difficult or impossible a situation might seem at
first, given the right attitude and determination, nothing is impossible.
After living in China for just two years, Shila has become very proficient in
using the language and is able to deliver incredible performances and to conduct
interviews in impeccable Mandarin. Shila’s unique talent, powerful voice and
striking hijabs has made her a style icon and a role model for young Muslim
women across the globe. She has become a symbol of racial and religious
harmony – using the medium of music to unify people from all walks of life.
The reason that Shila accepted to do an interview for Inspire magazine is
because she believes that if she could summon up the courage to dream beyond
the limits of her hometown, so too can the talented people of Brunei. After all,
geographically and culturally, we are not far apart from each other.
What is Shila Amzah’s story?
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Born to a family of musicians with a dad who is a pop artist in Malaysia- Amir Amzah,
Shila started going to the recording studio with her dad when she was four years old.
By the age of 10, she had already released her debut album, Terima Kasih Guruku and
started winning awards including Most Popular Kids Artiste at the Anugerah Bintang
Popular Berita Harian.
Shila’s career has gone from strength to strength since winning Asian Wave (Season
1) in Shanghai and being the second runner up in “I am a Singer”. She has since been
dubbed Asia’s Sweetheart, Princess of Music and the National Treasure of Malaysia. In
December 2014, she was given an award by the Chinese government for her “special
contribution to building friendship between China and Malaysia”. What makes Shila’s
story unique and significant is not just how she shot to fame, but the way that she
stayed true to her identity and how she represented her faith with grace and dignity.
In this interview, Shila quenches our curiosity about her journey with her usual poise
and sincerity. Enjoy!

Four years ago when you left
Malaysia for China to pursue your
music career, you had a very limited
command of the Chinese language,
let alone the culture. Today, you
reportedly speak fluent Chinese and
are even able to differentiate accents
from different regions. What gave
you the courage to make such a bold
move?
To me, language is only a vehicle to
convey my passion for music. I love all
kinds of good music from all around the
world. When there was an invitation
for me to go to China four years ago,
it wasn’t hard for me to say yes because
my dad always had a vision of me
excelling in China. China is also a world
that’s so close to me yet I had never set

“Asian Wave” in Shanghai in 2012
and then to Beijing’s “I Am A Singer”
competition, these important programs
took me to China and since then I’ve
spent the majority of my career in this
“new market”. I am really enjoying being
here and at the same time I’m seizing the
moment whenever I can. I have been very
fortunate because my growing success
over the past few years has already taken
me to a lot of places. And now that the
internet is such a powerful means of
communication, just for fun, I recently
posted an Indian cover online and there
were requests for more!

Tell us about your journey in China so
far. What have you learnt and how has
the experience shaped you?

foot there. A great number of Chinese

My experience in China has been very

people also live in Malaysia, I am on

rewarding, I have been able to learn this

the same soil with a lot of Chinese, so I

beautiful language and to perform in it.

always wondered what it would be like if

I cannot say I am able to converse with

I expanded my career using the Chinese

every Chinese in Putonghua. However,

language as one of my “vehicles” of

the idea of being on radio, on stage and at

communication with music lovers.

events and to talk to the audience in their
own language, and to get an immediate
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I have to say that China was always part

response from them - gives me a very

of me and my father’s plan. I had been

direct and personal connection with my

learning Chinese since I was a child. So

fans. Prior to this, I only connected to

when I was invited to the competition

my fans through Malay.
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“Don’t be afraid to be wrong
as long as you are following
your heart, failure makes you
stronger and wiser!
- Shila Amzah

from hectic days, pressures around you,

all have in common is that they are all

negative vibes or boredom through

super hard working. For example, one

music. I have never met anyone who

day they might be in Shanghai for a

doesn’t like music, or who hasn’t got

promotion and the next day they are

an idol or singer or song that they love.

doing a recording in Beijing. Every time

I have the best career because music

I meet these well-established singers or

chose me when I was young. If I hadn’t

popular showbiz artistes, I feel that I

found singing as my career, I believe

have so much to learn from them, they

I would still use music and maybe

encourage me to stay focused and true

become a teacher to pass on the love,

to my heart.

passion and positive impact that music

How can ordinary women in Brunei
aspire to have your kind of success
and influence?

Your distinctive vocal talent is
undisputed and recognised across
Asia. How much do you attribute
your success to God-given talent.
How much of it is hard work?

Follow your heart is what I would say.

Oh, wow, I guess I am not in the

Do I have days when I think oh, maybe

position to response this, but from the

I made the wrong choice or picked the

last answer I gave you, I think you know

wrong song, gave the wrong speech

that I believe in hard work, and music is

etc? Of course I do. But I never doubt

about hard work and sincerity. You can

what I feel. Even if I make the wrong

be the virtuoso in piano like Lang Lang,

choice, I learn from it and make better

right, yet I know Lang Lang paid his

choices next time. I guess my advice is

dues and practiced hard everyday since

don’t be afraid to be wrong as long as

he started learning piano at a young

you are following your heart, failure

age. So if you were told you are that you

makes you stronger and wiser! Hard

would be the next Lang Lang yet never

has to offer.
Performing in China gave me the chance

an open heart. Every time I finished a

“celebrity” should mean that I have to

to sing a variety of songs, some I already

performance in China, the fans would

change. However, I don’t see myself as a

knew and loved and others I grew

come to me and tell me which part of

“celebrity”, I would prefer to be thought

to love - these performances are my

the song they liked most. On the “I Am

of as a singer.

voice, my passion and my way of telling

A Singer” competition, I learnt that fans

everyone through my interpretation of

are one of the most important pillars

When you think about it, appearance

the songs who Shila Amzah is. Recently

in my career, without them, I would be

is just a reference, I hope the message

I had a concert in Hong Kong, and in

lost. My fans keep reminding me, that

behind my appearance, that is, my

order to reach out to the audience, we

I am a performer, my job is to touch

religion and belief will be a factor in my

picked a few songs that influenced

people with my music… I love to listen,

followers and audiences’ lives. They do

not only them, but also myself. Leslie

read and to feel how much they enjoy

not have to have the same belief as me,

Cheung, Anita Mui and Beyond are all

my music.

it’s about respect and being able to find

an early age in Malaysia. When I got the
chance to sing those melodies on stage, I
realised how enjoyable it was to perform
them. As far as China goes, one of the
best parts of my journey here has been
the fans. They are super supportive
and welcomed me, a foreigner with
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The fact that you are widely
embraced for your talent by the
millions in China despite being a
minority demonstrates to the world
that we are not that different after all.

meaningful value in life. You can even

legends in Chinese pop culture, and I
was privileged to know their songs from

there is Shila Amzah, a celebrated
Malaysian in China who shows a
different side of Islamic women
that represents strength, love and
harmony through her music and
performances.

The big city apparently hasn’t
changed you much. You still wear
a Hijab even at your performances.
And to many, “fitting-in” might seem
like a more convenient option but
you didn’t choose the easy way. Why?
Hijab is a commitment to my belief
and myself. I don’t see why being a

say “music” is what I believe! As long
as there is respect, right? Oh and if you
know of any Hijab brands looking for
a spokesperson, I would be more than
happy to represent them!

At a time when there are so many
misconceptions about your faith,

What message do you wish to
convey?

work is also another key, you can never

practice, learn your music or work hard,

I cannot say I have a big mission being

be successful if you don’t work hard. I

you will never reach your full potential

Shila Amzah. I wanted to reach out to

have met so many different successful

even though you are gifted. There is

more music lovers and let them know

singers or entertainers since being in

always something to learn and improve

music is what I love to share with

China, we’ve chatted backstage and one

in a profession, there is always a note

everyone out there. You can escape

thing I find that these successful people

you can never hit, right?
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AN unstoppable

force

Cecilia Lee in the library
at Fun Bee Park.

Cecilia Lee

Manager of IA Salon & Creative Director of Fun Bee Park
Cecilia Lee’s unbridled passion for life and generosity of
spirit helps her bring rays of hope to the lives of others.

In today’s world, fear and hatred
sometimes seem to dominate, and
giving of oneself can seem like an
extraordinary act of courage. Anyone
who is willing to do an act of kindness
understands that generosity of spirit,
and the desire to help others, elevates
and inspires us all. Cecilia Lee, Manager
of IA Salon and Creative Director of
Fun Bee Park is a woman who knows
only too well that giving brings joy,
not only to the giver and recipient, but
it also helps to make the community
a better place. She firmly believes that
small acts of giving add up and that you
don’t require riches to change someone
else’s life, you just need the desire to
help another person.
Cecilia has been featured in our local
newspapers countless times for her
involvement in organising charity
initiatives which have raised significant
donations to help worthy causes.
Amongst them are Dining in the Dark,
Raya visits to children at the RIPAS
Hospital and other donation drives for
local communities. All of this takes
time, effort and commitment. So why
does this busy business woman and
radio host continue to make time for
giving to others? Why is this one of her
top priorities? In between her hectic
schedules we caught up with Cecilia
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for a chat to find out more about what
motivates her to keep on giving to
others.
Like a firecracker Cecilia entered the
library at Fun Bee Park instantly filling
the room with colour, energy and
laughter. This petite lady was beautifully
attired with flowers adorning her neatly
styled hair. As she began to speak it
became evident that although slender
in size, she is certainly a strong force to
be reckoned with. Cecilia confidently
told us, “You only have one life to live!”
and that’s why she does it her way. She
explained that she was born in Ipoh
but grew up in Penang. Her father left
the family when she was young, so her
mother had to work hard to eek out a
living to provide for her and her sisters
because they did not have much. Of
those days she recalled, “Playing on the
rubber estate in Penang where we lived;
helping to serve coffee and soup and
washing up; and helping old aunties to
carry their shopping bags.” Growing up
as a girl she also felt the sting of a culture
which placed greater value on males
than females, and this would later on be
instrumental in shaping her character.
The young Cecilia was always “weak
and sickly” and so could not attend
school very often. When she was 11

years old she was admitted to hospital
and put into the old people’s ward where
she witnessed death first hand. And later
on when she had her own daughter, she
nearly lost her life. It was seeing death
that made her treasure every moment in
life and want to give to the sick. Hence
the reason she now visits patients at
RIPAS to talk and to share small treats.
The memories of her struggle to survive
in a single parent home also remained
etched in her mind and helped to
mould the strong principles which
she has today that “a mother’s love is
unconditional; parents should always
take responsibility for their children;
and that men and women should be
treated as equals.” It is perhaps Cecilia’s
knowledge and real understanding of
isolation and sadness which continues
to propel her to not only live life to
the fullest, but to also bring rays of
happiness and hope to others.
As Norman Vincent Peale once said,
“When you become detached mentally
from yourself and concentrate on
helping other people with their
difficulties, you will be able to cope with
your own more effectively. Somehow,
the act of self-giving is a personal
power-releasing factor.” This quotation
is certainly true of Cecilia’s life story. As
it would seem that by giving to others,

Photo by Riley Khoo
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Below: Cecilia’s brave act of shaving
her hair during the Be Bold, Go Bald
campaign to benefit the Brunei Breast
Cancer Support Group.

Photos courtesy of borneo bulletin

she has found the power and confidence
to seize every day and to make the most
of every opportunity in her life. Cecilia
married her childhood sweetheart
who she met when they were 11 years
old and has two children who both
have successful careers. Her son is a
photographer for National Geographic
and her daughter works at TEXT 100
Malaysia Sdn Bhd in Kuala Lumpur.
This “chilli padi” with the hearty and
infectious laugh has walked a long and
sometimes arduous road but she is not
afraid. She pushes herself to the edge,
looks her fears straight in the eye and is
always eager to take on a challenge. This
trained accountant and certified makeup artist has dived with whale sharks;
climbed Mt. Everest and the pyramids;
trekked through the villages of Nepal
and Tibet; gone hot air ballooning;
and has also taken many adventurous
road trips through Malaysia on her
powerful R6 Yamaha. But that’s not all,
Cecilia makes sure that she uses all of
her creative talents to the max. She’s
an avid photographer whose work was
chosen to be featured in the book called
“Discover Malaysia” by Chok Yen Hau;
she was chosen to do the hair and make-
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up for Mrs. Hilary Clinton, the former
U.S. Secretary of State when she visited
Brunei in 2012; every Tuesday she
hosts the popular program, “Woman’s
Vitamin” for RTB Pilihan Mandarin
Radio which addresses relevant and
topical issues; and she also has a serious
interest in reading and education.
The hundreds of books which line
the shelves of her library at Fun Bee
Park are testament to her passion for
learning. Whether in business, hobbies
or philanthropy Cecilia chooses causes
based on what captivates her and those
that will make a positive difference to
the lives of others. Her next project will

be “Art Walk” and will be a showcase
for local artwork (including pieces done
by children with special needs) and
international cuisine.
Cecilia Lee knows that “Money can’t buy
happiness and true love and friendships
are what’s most important.” She believes
that “life is like a colourful painting”
there is no limit to the beauty that can
be created. She knows that people may
misjudge you - but she will continue to
live by the premise, “Never get angry,
fight stronger! And if you have a chance
to do – do your best; if you have a
chance to help – do it!”

INTERVIEW

RICHARD TAN

THE BUSINESS OF

SUCCESS
W I T H R I C H A R D TA N
CEO SUCCESS RESOURCES
by Shaun Hoon
Success Resources is one of the biggest personal development event
companies in the world. Since 1992, it has expanded from a Singapore
based event organising company to one which organises conferences
in over 35 countries, impacting hundreds of thousands of people. Each
year, this company brings in some of the biggest names in the world
to Asia, with speakers such as Tony Robbins, Sir Richard Branson,
Donald Trump and Former US President Bill Clinton, to name a few.
We had the privilege of chatting with the founder and CEO of Success
Resources, Mr Richard Tan from Singapore. Back in the 80s Richard
spent a few years working as an engineer for an oil and gas contractor
in Kuala Belait. We asked him about his business philosophy, the
change in the landscape of the personal development business, his
humble beginnings and how world class speakers have changed his
life.
We instantly connected when Richard shared with us his account of
how he started a magazine called Women at Work earlier on in his
career, it lasted for 3 years and he told us that he had great admiration
for people in the magazine business and shared with us a few of the
valuable lessons he learnt from publishing. From his experience, a
magazine can only survive if the editor lives the values of the magazine.
That was also a key reason why he discontinued the magazine because
he realised that he didn’t embark on this project for the right reason –
he did it because he thought that he could sell a lot of advertisements
to this lucrative women’s market, but he did not have enough passion
for the real issues that related to women.

Photos courtesy of Success Resources
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Throughout the interview, Richard was candid, humble and generous
as he shared some of his life stories. We hope that you will gain a few
valuable insights from one of the world’s top event organisers.
JAN-MAR 2016
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I read that in the old days, you went to
Hong Kong and knocked on every door,
from the top floor to the bottom to sell
your events even when you were sick.

of energy, resources and effort to run a

It was a stupid thing to do (laughs). I

– why don’t I run a big one? On that

wouldn’t recommend anyone to do that

premise, I organised my first conference

when they are sick. If you are sick, stay

in the Indoor Stadium for 12,000 people

at home.

in 1994. I didn’t know then that the

What we appreciate and admire about your
work is your vision. Success Resources
is the pioneer in creating personal
development conferences in Asia. 23
years ago, you saw the potential in this
industry long before self help books were
mainstream, before many of the self-help
gurus were established.
How did you get into this business?

I got into this business by accident,
actually. I was an engineer by training.
In those days, I was working for a
company that serviced the offshore
industry. During good times they paid
you well, but in the bad times, they got
rid of you very fast. When the oil prices
went down, I was retrenched. So I had
no job and a friend of mine who was
the chairman of an NGO volunteered
me to help manage his business
conference. After the event, someone
came to me and said that I was a good
event organiser and encouraged me to
do this full time. As I had not found a
job, I started organising conferences on
a full time basis and I am still doing it
today.
Who was your call to fame? Was there any
particular speaker that put you on the map?

At that time, I didn’t have any prior
experience of running an event. This
can be good or bad. Today, you can
go and attend classes in Singapore
Polytechnic or SMU that teach you how
to organise a conference. If I had any
formal training in event management, I
would have known what to do and what

small event as it does to run a big one
(just more chairs). So, my questions
was; if it takes the same amount of effort

biggest conference held in Singapore at
that time was only for 600 people.
People thought you were crazy?

Yes, my partner was asking me: “Are you
Crazy or Stupid? Or are you Crazy and
Stupid?”
What gave you the idea to run your event at
the Indoor Stadium?

“..when you
do small
things well, the
universe will
reward you
with bigger
responsibilities.”
- Richard Tan

It was not very costly to rent the indoor
stadium, so I did it there.
Who did you invite to speak at that
conference to attract 12,000 people?

Our keynote speaker then was Tom
Richard Tan and Robert Kiyosaki at a Success Resources event.

Hopkins. Tom was the top sales trainer
in the world at that time. Anybody who
wants to be in sales industry must read
his book. He had a book called the Art of
Selling. Back then, I had never met him,
I never spoke to him – and somebody
told me he was the best in the world. So

Malaysia and other places and that was
exactly what we did.

basic life principles are still applicable.

provide a clear objective and “incentify”

The only changes are the methods of

the behaviour you encourage.

delivery. The message doesn’t change.

What do you mean by “incentifying” the
behaviour...?

Is the accessibility of content online a threat
to your business?

We run 500 events per year, and it is

What did you learn from this experience?

I learned that: you actually do not need

I think Steve Jobs was the one who said

all over the world, in Germany, United

Often, when we go to a restaurant,

We must all move with the times.

Kingdom, Australia, Taiwan and even

we often tip the staff at the end of the

People who do not move with times

in South Africa. Every country has its

transaction depending on their service?

are in self-denial. The human needs

own country manager and they’d run

Try tipping them first, and you’ll see a

of being present and the ability to talk

the events themselves. I don’t manage

whole different level of service.

to a real person has never been more

I got him in.

to know everything to start something.
You just need to start doing and learn
along the way. Today, on the streets of
Brunei or Singapore, there are probably
many young professionals who are
trying to find out everything before they
start to do something. If you do that,
you may be too discouraged or it may
be too late.
Was your first event profitable?

something like “the hardest thing to do
is to be simple”. Business has so many
dimensions. You can even fill this whole
room with books all about business. But
when it comes down to it, there’s only
two things about business – increase
sales and reduce cost. Any business you
do, you just have to make sure that your
cash that is coming in is a lot more than
the cash going out. With every business
venture that I endeavour, I would ask

not to do. As such, I did not know what

Yes, it was profitable. I was also not a

what’s your sales? What’s your cost? If

could not be done. My first instinct

very smart guy. But I was street smart.

the cost is very high and sales very low

about organising a conference was

We realised that if this works, we could

– then can’t do. Vice versa, if the cost is

that it takes almost the same amount

duplicate it with the same formula in

very low and sales very high – can do.
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do things. As a leader you just need to

Do you still look at business with the same
kind of purity and simplicity as you did two
decades ago? As you know, the world has
changed tremendously since then.

Very simple.
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Event management can be a very stressful
business. But you seem to be extremely
“Zen” about it.

impossible for me to handle all the
conferences by myself. We have events

them. I manage them by their KPIs. At
the beginning of the year, we sit together
and set goals. The country manager will
be rewarded based on the profitability
of the business. The sales manager
will be rewarded based on sales. Every
country has a clear goal of what they
are to achieve. And so is it for every
team member, they know what they
need to achieve at the end of the year.
Each person signs these (their KPIs) off
by the beginning of the year. I believe
that everybody can figure out how to

important than in this digital age. You
Today, when you step into a bookshop,
you see endless self-improvement books.
There is every kind of self-help guru on
Youtube and on the internet. How has
the exponential growth of the personal
development movement shifted your
business?

I believe that the fundamentals of the
personal development industry doesn’t
change. People need to be motivated and
they need to be inspired. Wisdom of the
past like Sun Tzu’s Art of War and the

can have digital classroom learning
from a teacher on the screen, however
if a teacher is standing in front to you it
seems that you learn more. Just like you
can’t learn to drive or swim by watching
youtube. A live seminar can provide you
with so much than just the content, the
network and energy you get is priceless!
Is it more difficult to fill a room nowadays
as compared to before?
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If you find that it’s difficult, then you may
be using the wrong (communication)
method. The people are still there - so
there is no reason why you can’t fill the
room. You just need to change your
marketing strategy.
Success Resources is now organising events
in over 35 different countries. How does a
Singapore company establish such business
scale, global network and influence?

We did not intentionally plan for
Success Resources to go international.
The only countries we grew our
business in intentionally were Malaysia
and Indonesia. Most of our growth was
by coincidence. It was mainly through
our event participants that experienced
our conferences who approached us to
bring the conference to their respective
countries. I guess when you do small
things well, the universe will reward
you with bigger responsibilities. If you
can’t be a good usher, people wouldn’t
engage you for bigger tasks.
Looking at the lineup of speakers at Success
Resources, there are mainly western
speakers at your events. Is there a shortage
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of talent in this part of the world?

We have a good mix of talents at our
events. The right question to ask is
whether or not the speaker can deliver
the objective of your conference. At
Success Resources, the choice of our
speakers have not been about his or
her race, gender or demographic.
Ultimately, our top priority is to bring
in a speaker that can meet the needs
of our clients. An interesting example
is a program we organised called
the Warrior Camp. This is a highly
physical and intensive camp. Most of
the attendees were surprised when they
turned up and found out that the chief
instructor was a tiny female trainer. She
may not seem to have what it takes, but
she is the toughest physical trainer out
there who is pushing the students.

through tough challenges in their lives
and have bounced back. The common
denominator among them is that they
never quit. All of them understand
failure as much as they understand
success, they have failed many times,
and dust themselves off and get back up.
If they had quit, they’d not be amongst
us today.
In terms of businesses, when I met Jay
Abraham, I learned how to multiply
my revenue with my existing resources.
When I met Robert Kiyosaki, I began
to understand how wealth is created.
When I met Tony Robbins, I learned to
be very passionate about what I do. I am
personally very selective with the choice
of my teachers. A key criteria is that
they must have done it. If you want to
be a millionaire, don’t learn from some

You have had close encounters with some
of the most successful people in the world
through your business. What do these
people have in common? What did you
learn from them?

one who’s not a millionaire. Don’t even

One thing these successful people have

want to be in.

in common is that they have all gone

learn from a millionaire, learn from
people who have earned $10 million.
The key is to learn from someone with a
proven track record in the field that you
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FEATURE

CAROLINE WEE

the

STRONGEST
link
Caroline Wee

Caroline Wee at
Virgo Boutique
& Ladies
Fashion Tailor

Virgo Boutique & Ladies Fashion Tailor
How Caroline Wee’s quiet fortitude helped her to overcome
unexpected challenges and to forge unbreakable family ties.

At some point in time, almost every
child fantasises about what life would
be like without parents. They imagine
that life would be tons of fun, with
unlimited playtime and none of those
annoying rules imposed by the adult
world. But of course in reality, that’s
not the way it works. Caroline Wee
discovered this at 11 years old when
she became responsible for helping
her father to raise her five siblings (the
youngest was only three at that time).
Caroline whose quiet disposition masks
her incredibly strong spirit, recalled
that she had to grow up very quickly.
She had to stop studying at primary
school and immediately had to begin
caring for her siblings. This meant that
she had to learn how to cook and wash;
and she also had to make sure that the
younger children did their studies. She
accepted these new responsibilities
without question or fuss. But three
years later when her youngest sibling
was just six years old, Caroline had to
face yet another gruelling challenge her father, who worked offshore as a
cook and was the main breadwinner
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of the family, suffered from a stroke
and was hospitalised for three months.
Unfortunately he never regained his
full health and died seven years later.
Caroline, then herself a young wife
and mother, then became the sole caretaker of her siblings. When asked was
she ever afraid? Caroline unhesitatingly
answered, “I had no fear at all.”
Living in a small wooden house with no
support from anyone else, the sisters and
brothers forged an unbreakable bond.
With no time for depression and no
room for self-pity, Caroline just got on
with it. The siblings learnt to help each
other and later on they helped Caroline
to look after her own young children.
It was their steadfast support which
enabled her in 1984 to turn the small
home based sewing business which had
provided for the family since her father’s
death, into an established tailoring
company. Her brother and brotherin-law constructed a simple shop and
she started with three employees.
Today, this business Virgo Boutique &
Ladies Fashion Tailor in Kiulap has 20

employees, a few of whom have been
with Caroline for almost 20 years (one
staff member even worked there until
her retirement). Passionate about what
she does, Caroline has been known
to work from dusk to dawn to make
sure that her customers are happy and
satisfied with their garments. She selects
only quality Italian silks and specialises
in baju fashion and traditional wedding
wear. Caroline is proud of what she’s
accomplished and firmly believes that
it is her life experiences that have made
her the courageous, strong willed and
independent lady that she is today.
Her formidable strength would once
again be put to the test in 2001. While
on vacation in the U.S., she suddenly
suffered a brain haemorrhage. She was
hospitalised there for two months.
As soon as they could Caroline’s loyal
siblings rushed to her bedside to be with
her through her recovery. This family
had come full circle. Her siblings were
now able to help take care for Caroline,
the sister who had given selflessly to
them in the past.
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“Passionate about
what she does,
Caroline has been
known to work from
dusk to dawn to
make sure that her
customers are happy
and satisfied with
their garments.”
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Their support together with her strongwilled personality, enabled her to slowly
fight her way back to normality by relearning to walk and talk. Today she
has made a full recovery. Caroline goes
to the gym three times a week, loves
gardening, enjoys shopping; and looks
forward to socialising and cooking for
friends, some of whom she’s known for
very many years. Caroline said that she
was able to survive this ordeal and to
keep going “for the sake of her children”.
Both of her children have graduated
from Australian universities and she
has a very close relationship with her
son Adrin who lives in Sydney and her

daughter Olivia who lives with her here
in Brunei.
Today, this “lady of few words” is
contented and happy with the outcome
of her life. She has no regrets and believes
that the past should be left behind. She
harbours no ill will to anyone. Family
is everything to Caroline and it is clear
that her siblings and children sincerely
value and appreciate all of the sacrifices
which she’s made over the years. No
matter what the future holds, this
family’s strong bonds will certainly
enable them to survive and to continue
to grow from strength to strength!

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

MARSHALL GOLDSMITH

FACING

Marshall Goldsmith
at Empire Hotel and
Country Club

THE

MIRROR
Why is Courage a Non-Negotiable Trait
for Great Leaders...

By Shaun Hoon
Why is courage important for leaders? What do the
most successful people in the world have in common?
What should the new leaders in Brunei’s cabinet do to
“Make Brunei Prosperous”?
All these questions and more, were answered by
Marshall Goldsmith, in an exclusive interview with
Inspire magazine at The Empire Hotel & Country
Club late last year.
Marshall Goldsmith is the author and co-editor of
32 books, including What Got You Here Won’t Get
You There, a New York Times best-seller, Wall Street
Journal #1 Business Book and winner of the Harold
Longman Award as Best Business Book of the Year.
His latest book is called Triggers: Creating Behavior
That Lasts--Becoming the Person You Want to Be.
He is one of the few executive advisors who has been
asked to work with more than 150 CEOs and their
management teams. Last year, Goldsmith was named
winner of the 2015 Thinkers50 Leadership Award –
as the #1 World’s Most Influential Leadership Thinker
and #5 business thinker in the world.
Read more to learn from Goldsmith’s advice in this
rare interview!
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How so?
Once they had the courage to admit the
truth, things got fixed. Before, they were
hiding everything. They were ashamed.
To me, the opposite of courage is shame.
I pay a woman to call me and ask me the
same 32 questions everyday to change
my behavior. Someone asked me why
I pay a person to call me and ask the
same questions everyday. Don’t I know

about your parents after you are 30.

as a team for a collective objective and

You need to take responsibility for your

vision so that you have a coordinated

behavior.

effort to achieve the goal. Not just as
individuals doing their own part.

There is a fine line between courage
and foolishness. It has a lot to do with
the purpose and meaning behind the
endeavour and the way you manage
your risk. What are your comments
about risk management?

the theory behind changing behavior?

Risk management depends on the

I wrote the theory about changing

business you are in. One of the people I

behavior. I know how hard it is. I pay

consult is the CEO of a company called

the person to ask me the questions I

Maveron. They make investments and

know because I am too cowardly and

they are hugely successful. He realised

undisciplined to do this by myself.

that he will be successful if he makes

Almost nobody would do this. They’d

money one time out of five. To me if your

be ashamed for someone to call you (to

goal is high-risk high return, then risk is

remind you of the simple but important

appropriate. If your goal is low risk low

things you need to do). They’d be too

return, then risk is inappropriate.

My area of expertise is to help successful
leaders achieve positive long-term
change. The first factor in achieving
positive long-term change is that you
have to have the courage to look into the
mirror and to get feedback. Before you
could get any better, you have to have the
courage to find out where you are now.
It is a very challenging thing to do for
many people. The higher up you go, the
more difficult it is to do so. Every time
you get promoted, more people laugh
at your jokes. And you get more and
more positive feedback. Which is good.
The problem is, the better we feel about
ourselves, the harder it is for us to get
constructive feedback. As well as this,
every time you get promoted, you get
more power. And people are afraid to
tell you the truth. So, it’s hard for you to
hear the truth, it’s even harder for others
to tell you the truth. Therefore, I really
encourage leaders to get confidential
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feedback from everyone around them.

in each respective department whether

And have the courage to look at the

the company was on plan? When all the

mirror and ask yourself: what do I really

leaders responded “Green” (that they

look like, rather than the dream that I

were on plan), Alan got really mad. He

view of myself.

responded by saying: “we are losing

Leadership is a skill that you can
harness. But courage is more of a
mindset. How does one become
more courageous?
I think you can look at courage as a
discipline. It’s not that somebody is
born with a “genetic set of courage”. I
don’t believe that at all. You are not born
to be courageous; you are not born to
be uncourageous. Like anything else,
it is a discipline that can be learned.
Let me give you an example. One of
the great leaders that I have coached
is Alan Mulally who was ranked the
third greatest leader in the world in
2014 for turning the troubled company,
Ford around. Ford was losing USD
17 Billion. One day, Alan came to the
meeting and asked the top 16 leaders

USD17 Billion and everyone says it is
on plan? What is our plan? To lose USD
17 Billion?”
Finally, somebody stood up and said
Red (not on plan and don’t know how
to get there). His name was Mark Field,
the current CEO of Ford. He had the
courage to not only admit that they
were not on plan, but also admitted that
“I don’t know how to get there”.
Alan Mulally stood up and applauded.
Alan applauded Mark for the courage to
tell the truth. He went on to say, you’re
not on plan and you don’t know how to

out across organisation and ask your
peer, “What can I do to be a better
partner for our relationship?” And then
you listen, you develop a plan and you
follow through. If you reach out, you ask
for feedback and follow up, things get
better.

You have coached all over the world.
From your observation, what are the
predominant differences between the
leadership styles in the East and the
West? What can we learn from each
other?
It depends on the level of people you

embarrassed.
You have to ask yourself what is the

are dealing with. The people I deal with,

Every one of my clients on my list of 27

desired risk profile of your business.

they are all at the top. And the higher

CEOs in Ford, Pfizer, Target, Best Buy

When you make an airplane, the risk

up you go, the less differences there

and so on have the courage to stand up

tolerance is zero. If you make a mistake,

are. If you are dealing with a villager

and admit they could improve and ask

people die. When you are in Silicon

in Kentucky and a villager in India, the

for help. That wouldn’t have happened

Valley, the risk tolerance is high. People

difference is vast.

30 years ago.

fail 80% of the time. Nobody dies

Photo courtesy of Marshallgoldsmithlibrary

Why is courage important for
leaders?

You have to get into the habit of reaching

because of a failure.

So, courage requires great humility?
Humility to me is related to courage. You
have to have the courage to admit that
you are human. You can have humility
and on the inside know that you need
help. The courage is the ability to stand
up and admit that you don’t know.

Does it have to do with the
environment one comes from? An
environment that shames people for
putting their hand up to ask questions
would invariably discourage people
from admitting to what they don’t
know.

get there. And that’s ok. I’m the CEO,

Yes, that is true. But to me, once you

and I know less than you do. That’s

get pass 30 it’s time to grow up and quit

ok too. Let’s work together to solve

blaming the environment. Don’t whine

Brunei has just undergone a change
in its Government cabinet. His
Majesty has a simple but audacious
mandate for the new leaders: “Make
Brunei Prosperous”. As one of the
world’s foremost leadership coaches,
what advice do you have for our
leaders?
Keep going back and checking your
consistency with the vision of His
Majesty. Don’t assume. Constantly ask
yourself “What is my contribution?
What is my objective? How does it fit
into the overall picture?” The other thing
which is more difficult is that people
are good at managing down but not
managing across. It is important to work

If you are dealing with a billionaire in
Kentucky and a billionaire in India, the
difference is minimal. They typically
speak fluent English, are Western
educated and are business people, and
are running large organisations. They
have a lot more in common with each
other (across different continents) than
they have, even with people in their
own country. The commonality of the
people I work with is this: they have
the courage, they have the humility,
they have the discipline and they are
extremely time sensitive. They don’t like
to waste time.
End note:
Special thanks to Mr Soon Loo for
organising this exclusive interview.

the problem. Within 10 minutes, the
problem was solved.
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Dr victor SL tan

DEVELOPING

COURAGEOUS

LEADERS

A great waste of human resources is
people who have the knowledge and skill
to lead well but do not, due to their lack
of courage. How then do we develop
courageous leaders?

1 Overcome Fear
The first step towards developing
courage is overcoming fear. The truth
is that many people have many fears
that prevent them from achieving
great things. Many of these fears are
more psychological than real. As they
say F.E.A.R. stands for False Evidence
Appearing Real. For example, in our
public speaking course, we observed that
many participants have an obsessive fear
of speaking in front of a crowd. They fear
what others would think of them. They
fear saying stupid things. They fear that
their mind will freeze and they would
have nothing to say. And most of all they
fear making a fool of themselves in front
of others. We flush out all their fears
first before we actually teach them the
techniques of effective speaking. And
of course, we provide them with a safe
and friendly audience to practice their
speeches.

Risk
2 Encourage
Taking
Of course, it is not possible to will
oneself to become courageous overnight.
While self-talk and self-affirmation
are very useful techniques to set the
mind to be mentally positive, actions
followed by positive results are the key
to creating that sense of self-confidence
and courage.
Inspire Magazine
recommends the movie
The Walk
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A good way to develop courageous
leaders is to encourage them to take
risks and provide them with a supportive
environment to do so. While success is
the target, failure should be allowed and
taken as a learning experience.

Courage
3 Build
Through Practice
Developing courage comes from doing
and practicing those things we fear
until we overcome them. For example, a
project leader I know is very competent
technically, however he messed up in
meetings as he lacked the confidence
to lead others. During the duration of
the project, I gradually exposed him
to more and more meetings with close
supervision and guided help. Eventually,
he became not only very good at leading
project meetings, but he mastered the
art of handling people and issues very
well. With each successful meeting his
self-confidence soared and it reinforced
itself and spurred him to do better
each time around. With our hands-on
guided approach, I taught him the art of
facilitation and interacting with his team
until he achieved mastery in this area.

4 Inculcate Self-Belief
Courage comes from self-belief. I once
listened to Leslie Brown, the famous
motivational speaker told this story
about how when he was a young boy
he was mistakenly labeled educably
mentally retarded. His self-esteem was
severely low during his childhood days
till one day a school teacher noticed
his “talent” and told him that he was a
smart kid and that he could do things
like normal kids do. And from that day
on, he developed a new level of courage.
He finally believed in himself. Les grew
up not only to become one of the most
powerful motivational speakers of all
time, but he also became an author of
many books and a host of his own TV
show. He won over 80 awards for his
outstanding work in helping people to
realise their potential for achievement.

By Dr Victor SL Tan

5 Recognise
And Reinforce
Achievements

To understand how courage is
developed, observe how a toddler learns
to walk. The eager parents provide
the most encouraging comments and
gestures to inspire the toddler to first
stand. The parents patiently coach the
young toddler to stand and continue on
despite many falls. This process takes
time and patience. When the toddler
succeeds, there is great applause not
only from the parents but often the
grandparents at the other end. Each time
the toddler succeeds in standing up, this
is reinforced with applause. And when
the toddler takes the first step, there is
even louder claps and cheering. They
do not reprimand the toddler for falling
down no matter how many times, but
they never fail to applaud to reinforce
the behavior each time the toddler
does the right thing, either standing up
or walking a step forward. Such is the
power of recognition and reinforcement
that instills the courage and self-belief
in toddlers to empower them to learn to
walk. Likewise, we need to recognise and
reinforce their achievements to develop
courageous leaders.

Dr Victor SL Tan is the CEO
of KL Strategic Change
Consulting Group. He is the
author of 10 management
books. He conducts
programs on change,
leadership and strategy. For
more information, please
contact him at victorsltan@klscc.com
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By Huifo

Ng

8.22pm, New Year’s Eve. Sitting on my
bed typing this article. The breeze from the
fan in the corner gently caresses my face.
It sounds therapeutic too. Occasionally,
my fingers freeze on the keyboard,
perhaps, awaiting the next word or maybe
to pause to feel the embrace of the breeze.
I calmly close my eyes to appreciate this
moment, the last evening of 2015.
Snapshots of my career run through my
mind like a movie trailer. Faster, then
slower until what I see are my fingers
frozen on the keyboard. Is this a moment
of reflection? As my fingers await the next
word, my mind searches for that one word
to sum it all up.

Soleil Levant

Started in France in the late 19th century
by a group of Paris-based artists,
Impressionism broke away from the
conventional style of realism painting.
Claude Monet, Edgar Degas and Edouard
Manet were among the first Impressionist
artists.

“They are not “in”,” he added.

Although Impressionist art garners
worldwide recognition today, it received
harsh criticisms from art critics and the
public alike when it was first introduced.
“Impressionism” was in fact a word
to mock this painting style. However,
the Impressionists persisted and held
independent exhibitions during the
1870s and 1880s. During those decades,
Impressionist art finally garnered
prominence. As a classical painter, the
Impressionism movement fascinates me. It
has changed art history with persistence,
passion and courage.

“But, painting a classical is not about
being “in”,” I debated.

Ah yes, that’s the word I’m looking for!
Courage!

A dialogue between my friend and I some
years back, emerges.
“Huifong, the media refuses to interview
you because they prefer contemporary
artists,” he said.
“What’s wrong with classical portrait
painters?” I asked.

by Claude Mon

et

In 2016, I will want to continue to do the
things that I love: to paint and write, and,
to observe the leaves on the trees as they
sway in all directions in the wind. When
the sun shines brightly, I want to observe
how the leaves glow, each with a different
shade of emerald and gold. I will continue
to appreciate the grateful smile of a child,
the hearty laughter of an elderly person
and the silent love hanging in the curving
corners of Mom and Dad’s smiling lips. I
will continue to observe beauty in a face
and immortalise it in my work, the classical
way.
And, I will continue to listen to the sound
from the moving fan…
Swish, swish, swish.

Huifong Ng is an author, painter
and poet. Her book, “A Cup of
Simplicity” blends poetry with art
to depict the simple pleasures in
everyday life. She is an intuitive

“That’s their feedback,” his honesty tore at
my heart.
Seated on the tropical verandah I closed
my eyes with a sunken heart and uttered,
“I will continue to paint classical portraits.”
Now, my mind slowly drifts to a movement
in art history – Impressionism.

Courage, sometimes, isn’t about change
but about continuing to do the things that
you love. For it is in the silence of each
passing day that the seed of courage
continues to sprout and grow.

artist

who

sometimes

paints

without a model, a reference or
photo. Beyond Brunei, Huifong’s
work has been exhibited in Italy
and Singapore. She is also the
recipient of the Premio Speciale award from Biennale
of Art, Umbria, Italy.
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Kitson Migration Advisory (001916036-K)
Brunei Hotline: +673 818 7128
Website: www.kitson.com.my
Bandar Seri Begawan • Brisbane • Kuala Lumpur • Kota Kinabalu

Join the Movement

Change the World!
Positions Available:
1) Graphic Designer
(at least 1 years of experience in relevant field)

2) Business Development Manager
(background in Property and Marketing preferred)

Email your CV to
shaun@catalyst.com.bn

*Applicable for Brunei PR and citizens.
Only shortlisted candidate will be attended to.

COLUMN

FITNESS ZONE

NOTED ON
SOCIAL M
EDIA

REDUCING THE RISK OF

CANCER
with fitness zone

Every year on February 4th the world unites in the fight against cancer.

Currently, 8.2 million people die from
cancer worldwide every year, out of
which, 4 million people die prematurely
(aged 30 to 69 years). And here in Brunei,
it was reported last year that deaths due
to cancer rose 13 per cent between
2011 and 2013, making it the leading
cause of death in the country. Cancer
Day therefore aims to save millions of
preventable deaths each year by raising
awareness and education about the
disease, pressing governments and
individuals across the world to take
action.
It’s a fact that most cancers are caused
by lifestyle factors—not genes. Over
the years research has shown that poor
diet and not being active are the two
key factors that can increase a person’s
cancer risk. The good news is that you
can do something about this.
To reduce cancer risk, most people need
to keep their BMIs below 25. If you are
trying to control your weight, a good first
step is to watch portion sizes, especially
limit your intake of foods high in calories,
fat, and added sugars. Try writing down
what and how much you eat and drink
for a week, then see where you can
cut down on portion sizes, cut back on
some not-so-healthy foods and drinks,
or even both!
Exercise is one of the most important
actions you can take to help guard
against many types of cancer. Being
overweight increases a woman’s risk of
hormone related cancers, that is, breast
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INSPIRE

and endometrial cancer (cancer of the
lining of the womb). UK studies have
shown that the risk of breast cancer is
around 12% lower in the most active
women compared to the least active.
The more activity you do the more you
reduce your risk of breast cancer.

To reduce your risk of
getting cancer
• Stop smoking
• Control your weight.
• Be physically active on a regular
basis.
• Make healthy food choices.

According to accredited guidelines a
good goal is to aim for at least 30 minutes
of physical activity every day, five times
a week. To get the most benefit, though,
aim for about an hour a day. Adopting
a healthier lifestyle is easier for people
who live, work, play, or go to school in
an environment that supports healthy
behaviours. Working together, let’s help
our communities create the type of
environment where healthy choices are
easy to make.

I have come to the pinnacle of success in business. In the eyes of others, my life has been the symbol of success.
However, apart from work, I have little joy. Finally, my wealth is simply a fact to which I am accustomed.

Obese men may have a higher risk of
bowel or prostate cancers and studies
shows that exercise could reduce
colon cancer risk by up to a quarter.
In bowel cancer, exercise can reduce
bowel inflammation and help to stop
constipation resulting potential cancer
causing substances remained in the
bowel for a shorter time.
Exercise also helps in stress reducing.
Especially for smokers, it certainly helps
them to smoke less. Some doctors think
that stress damages the immune system.
In theory, a damaged immune system
could help a cancer to start or to grow
more quickly. Getting regular exercise
certainly helps you to feel better and less
stressed.

Steve Jobs’ Last Words (unverified)

At this time, lying on the hospital bed and remembering all my life, I realise that all the accolades and riches of which I
was once so proud, have become insignificant with my imminent death. In the dark, when I look at green lights, of the
equipment for artificial respiration and feel the buzz of their mechanical sounds, I can feel the breath of my approaching
death looming over me.
Only now do I understand that once you accumulate enough money for the rest of your life, you have to pursue objectives
that are not related to wealth. It should be something more important: For example, stories of love, art, dreams of my
childhood. No, stop pursuing wealth, it can only make a person into a twisted being, just like me.
Fitness Zone encourages everyone to have
a passion for fitness, and to have fun while
getting fit. We combine affordability with
world-class standards, to huge success.
And to bring fitness closer to you!
Fitness Zone is also a member of IHRSA and
NAUTILUS ALLIANCE. So, wherever your
travels may take you, there is likely to be a
Health Club right around the corner that you
could have your daily dose. It’s never been
so convenient to stay in shape!
By joining Fitness Zone today, you will
automatically become a reciprocal member
to over 3,000 clubs worldwide.
Stay tuned to our Facebook and Instagram
at FitnessZoneBrunei or visit us at
fitnesszone.com.bn to learn more about
Fitness Zone.

God has made us one way, we can feel the love in the heart of each of us, and not illusions built by fame or money, like I
made in my life, I cannot take them with me. I can only take with me the memories that were strengthened by love. This
is the true wealth that will follow you; will accompany you, he will give strength and light to go ahead.
Love can travel thousands of miles and so life has no limits. Move to where you want to go. Strive to reach the goals you
want to achieve. Everything is in your heart and in your hands.
What is the world’s most expensive bed? The hospital bed. You, if you have money, you can hire someone to drive your
car, but you cannot hire someone to take your illness that is killing you. Material things lost can be found. But one thing
you can never find when you lose: life.
Whatever stage of life where we are right now, at the end we will have to face the day when the curtain falls. Please
treasure your family love, love for your spouse, love for your friends... Treat everyone well and stay friendly with your
neighbours.
* This letter went viral after the passing away of Steve Jobs. While we are unable to verify the accuracy and the source of this article, we
thought that it would be inspiring reading.
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The World’s First
Organic Blue Shrimp

Proudly Cultured in Brunei

GOLDEN CORPORATION SDN BHD

(Cooperating with Semaun Marine Resources Sdn Bhd)

Lot 19 Spg 245, Kg Serambangun Industry Site,
Tutong TA2541, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: +673-4260080,4260079 | Fax: +673-4260068
Website: www.golden-corp.com

Lot 19 Spg 245, Kg Serambangun Industry Site, Tutong TA2541, Brunei Darussalam.
Tel: +673-4260080,4260079 | Fax: +673-4260068 | Website: www.golden-corp.com
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